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From: James Trapp
To: Brice Bickett
Date: 10/4/2007 7:17:41 AM
Subject; Re: Fwd: TA Briefing on Peach Bottom AIT

Did you get these yesterday?

I wouldn't worry about the slides we are using today; however, if they are meaningful changes - we could
change for future presentations. Thanks

>>> Richard Correia 10/03/2007 1:55 PM >>>
We're all in this together Jim

a couple more for your consideration:

1. "...38 security personnel TOTAL from each...."

2. "Security organization was not effective in PROMOTING AND SUPPORTING enferiRng BOP"

3. "Peach Bottom prompt corrective actions IN September 2007 were appropriate"
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4. Week of October 8th - HQ will conduct...." ? who in HQ?????

.Rich

>>> James Trapp 10/03/2007 1:03 PM >>>
Glad your looking out for usl Thanks - change has been made. -T
>>> Richard Correia 10/03/2007 12:01 PM >>>
Jim,jv

One comment for both the TA brief and exit meeting slides: the bullet on "security at the plant at all times
provideda reasonable assurance..." needs to change. NRC requirements state security must provide
HIGH assurance...

Rich

>>> James Trapp 10/03/2007 8:45:42 AM >>>
We are going over the slides at 10 am today. I've attached a draft copy for your review.

>>> Richard Correla 10/03/2007 8:18 AM >>>
Tim,

I have not seen any slides for the TA brief. The exit meeting slides are drafted but as far as I know, will not
be finalized until the letter to the licensee is done (to assure consistency). I'll send you briefing slides as

soon as I get them.

RichfJcr

>>> Timothy McCune 10/03/2007 7:52 AM >>>
I let Pete Prescott know yesterday that I plan to attend. Can I get the slides? Thanks.

>>> Garmon West 10/03/2007 7:48:38 AM >>>
Rich,

Yes, if the need arises. In addition, I would think we would want to have Paul Peduzzi, Tim McCune, and
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Doug Huyck (if available) to attend. I will talk with Marsha Gamberoni and Jim Trapp to see if they have
additional persons in mind that they would like to attend. There is no SECY list for this briefing unlike
Classified or closed Commission briefings, so others that have programatic or other interest in attending
can do so. I know John Kinnernan had expressed an interest in attending.

>>> Richard Correia 10/03/2007 7:13 AM >>>
Garrnon,

Do you plan to participate at the TA brief?

Rich

>>> Marsha Gamberoni 10/02/2007 5:56 PM >>>
We can support and will call in.

Thanks

>>> Garmon West 10/02/2007 5:05 PM >>>
Marsha,

The TA brief has been sheduled for Th., (10/4, from 2:00-3pm) in the 18th floor conference room.
(see attached email from SECY). Please confirm that you will be able to support the briefing and that you

`.will call into the subject conference room on 301-415-1871 at the scheduled time. thanks

Garmon West, Jr., Sr. Operations Assistant/Region I
Technical and Regional Programs Section
OEDO/DEDR.
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